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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the noise generation of a low-boom aircraft
design in flight trim conditions under uncertainty. The deflection of control surfaces to
maintain a trimmed flight state has the potential to change the perceived loudness at the
ground. Furthermore, the uncertainties associated with the control surface deflections can
complicate the overall uncertainty quantification. Incorporation of the uncertainties in the
prediction of perceived sound levels during the design phase can lead to improved robust-
ness. In this paper, a brief review of low-boom flight trim research is presented. Realistic
flight trim conditions requiring control surface deflection are integrated into the current
research efforts for uncertainty quantification and vehicle design. In addition, a general-
ized set of procedures for the characterization of uncertainties in flight trim conditions are
introduced. In a case study of the application of these procedures, a 5 decibel average
difference in the perceived level of loudness was found between clean (no deflections) and
trimmed configurations. Also, uncertainties attributable to control surface deflection were
found to account for, on average, over 50% of the total near field uncertainty. Uncertainty
discretization methods implemented were able to give more insight into the overall global
variances.
Nomenclature
ASEL A-Weighted Sound Level (dB)
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CG Center of Gravity
CSEL C-Weighted Sound Level (dB)
∗Aerospace Engineer, Aeronautics Systems Analysis Branch, Systems Analysis and Concepts Directorate, Member AIAA.
†Aerospace Engineer, Vehicle Analysis Branch, Systems Analysis and Concepts Directorate, Member AIAA.
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CST Commercial Supersonic Technology
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAST Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Testing
FS Full Scale
HDMR High Dimensional Model Representation
OFAT One Factor At A Time
OML Outer Mold Line
PCE Polynomial Chaos Expansion
PDF Probability Density Function
PLdB Perceived Loudness
UQ Uncertainty Quantification
α Angle of Attack
a Significance Level
fo Mean
D Total Variance
DT Corrected Total Variance
Di Variance of Principle Component i
M Mach Number
P Pressure
R Distance Along Sensor
RF Reflection Factor
t Time
∆P Differential Pressure
δA Aileron Deflection
δF Flap Deflection
δHT Horizontal Tail Deflection
δTT T-Tail Deflection
I. Introduction
Under current FAA regulations, civilian aircraft may not operate at a Mach number greater than one
over land. However, over the past few decades, there have been renewed efforts to invest in technologies
to mitigate sonic boom from supersonic aircraft. A current technical challenge for the NASA Commercial
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Supersonic Technology Project (CST) is the development of low sonic boom design tools that enable the
design of supersonic aircraft capable of producing less than 80 PLdB1 , which have been validated as ready
for flight demonstration. A crucial portion of this tool validation is the consideration of uncertainties in the
prediction of the perceived loudness on the ground.
The estimation of the aircraft sonic boom transmission to the ground starts with the estimation of a
pressure waveform in the near field, through experimentation or simulation, approximately 3 to 5 body
lengths below the aircraft to ensure that three dimensional effects around the body are resolved. The near
field pressure waveform is then propagated through the atmosphere by using the augmented Burgers’ equa-
tion.2 This procedure has two distinct areas where uncertainties manifest. First, in the near field pressure
waveform, where uncertainty is driven by uncertainties in the simulation or experiment. And second, in the
ground signal where uncertainty is driven by propagation uncertainties (which are confounded by the near
field uncertainties). Figure 1 depicts the propagation of the pressure waveform to the ground.
Figure 1. Propagation of the pressure waveform to the ground.3,4
Previous research has been dedicated to the investigation of uncertainty in the prediction of low-boom
aircraft signatures, as well as low-boom aircraft design for trim flight conditions. In the area of conceptual
design, Li5 investigated the feasibility of low-boom aircraft designs with flight trim constraints by incorpo-
rating the analysis of trim conditions during the initial conceptual phase of low-boom vehicle design. His
work attempted to exclude infeasible vehicle configurations early on with little added effort. Li employed
Mach equivalent area distribution6 in conjunction with outer mold line (OML) shaping to evaluate candidate
designs. The needed change in center of gravity (CG) for a generic trim condition was achieved by pumping
fuel to different locations within the candidate aircraft design. Ordaz et al.7 also evaluated the feasibility
of early conceptual low-boom aircraft designs with trim considerations through the use of surrogate lift
distributions and the equivalent area formulation. Their work took low-boom baseline configurations and
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parametrically varied wing section camber to match the trim feasible target. In uncertainty quantification
efforts, West8,9 has demonstrated accurate and efficient methods for certification prediction of low-boom
aircraft. In his work, he utilized non-intrusive polynomial chaos methods in conjunction with novel disper-
sion methods outlined by Pinier10 to place statistically defensible uncertainty bounds on both the near field
pressure waveform and overall perceived noise levels on the ground. The methodology employed by West
was applicable to both experimentally and numerically generated signatures.
A literature search did not uncover any concurrent or previous research efforts to examine uncertainties
of noise generation of low-boom aircraft in trim conditions under uncertainty. Further, no research into noise
generation from low-boom aircraft in trim conditions with control surfaces deployed was readily available in
the literature. More detailed uncertainty quantification for supersonic trimmed flight is necessary as con-
trol surfaces will be utilized to maintain a trimmed state. Another consideration of trimmed flight is that
trim requirements do not remain constant throughout the entire flight plan due to any number of factors
including fuel burn, change in atmospheric conditions or altitude. Therefore, the objective of this research
is to investigate the influence of deflected control surfaces, and their associated uncertainties in a trimmed
flight condition. This work will help establish the framework for a set of procedures in which all phases of
supersonic commercial flight can be analyzed under uncertainty for certification prediction. The following
section gives a brief overview of uncertainty quantification as it relates to low-boom prediction. Methods
implemented in this research will also be detailed.
II. Methodology
Generally speaking, uncertainty quantification (UQ) encompasses the study of uncertainties in input
parameters on the output or response of a process or simulation. The overarching objective of UQ is to create
a more robust design by identifying and reducing uncertainties. An important facet of UQ is the proper
characterization and treatment of the simulation input uncertainties. The input uncertainties in the analysis
of sonic boom signatures can be divided into two categories: aleatory and epistemic. Aleatory uncertainty
is inherent variation associated with a parameter, physical system or environment and is referred to as
irreducible or stochastic uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty is a result of imperfect knowledge or ignorance
of the system and is referred to as subjective uncertainty.4,11 Examples of epistemic uncertainties in the
analysis of boom signatures include the ground elevation and reflection factor while aleatory uncertainties
include atmospheric conditions such as humidity, temperature and wind. To perform a UQ study for sonic
boom generation and propagation, multiple methods are necessary. The overall architecture for this study
followed the second order probability approach. To characterize the near field uncertainty, non-intrusive,
polynomial chaos with point-collocation was utilized. Then, through Fourier dispersions, the near field
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uncertainty was passed to the atmospheric propagation. Finally, to characterize the overall uncertainty,
Monte Carlo variance decomposition was performed. The following three sections will detail the specific UQ
methods adapted for this work.
A. Second Order Probability
To propagate uncertainty through the model, the second-order probability approach outlined by Eldred and
Swiler12 for the treatment of mixed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties was employed. A flowchart of the
method is shown in Figure 2. In this application of the second-order probability approach, the black-box
simulation is a computational fluid dynamics code coupled with an atmospheric propagation code.
Figure 2. Second-Order probability architecture.
For each set of epistemic uncertainties, a cumulative distribution function can be generated from the set
of associated aleatory uncertainties as seen in Figure 3. The probability box (P-Box) plot shows the family
of cumulative distribution functions (CDF) generated from the second-order probability approach. To de-
termine a 95% confidence interval on the perceived ground noise, the lowest perceived noise level extracted
from a CDF at the 2.5% probability level and the highest perceived noise level extracted from a CDF at
the 97.5% are chosen. The use of the P-Box uncertainty approach is a conservative one, but statistically
justifiable for the given inputs to the simulations. Note that the choice of significance level is somewhat
subjective and can alter the findings.
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Figure 3. Example signature P-Box.
B. Point-Collocation Nonintrusive Polynomial Chaos
To reduce the computation expense of propagating uncertainty this research employed the point-collocation
nonintrusive polynomial chaos method was employed. The polynomial chaos method has been demon-
strated13 as a viable and economical means of uncertainty quantification, as compared to traditional sampling
methods, such as Monte Carlo, for CFD-based applications. Polynomial chaos is a surrogate modeling tech-
nique based on a spectral representation of uncertainty. An important aspect of spectral representation of
uncertainty is that a response value or random function, R, can be decomposed into separable deterministic
and stochastic components, as shown in Eq. 1.
R(D, ξ) ≈
P∑
i=0
αi(D)Ψi(ξ) (1)
Here, αi is the deterministic component and Ψi is the random variable basis functions corresponding to
the ith mode. The basis functions, Ψi, of each random variable are determined using the Askey key
14 and
are dependent on the distribution of each random variable. The response R is a function of independent,
random variables, ξ, and deterministic variables, D. This series is in theory an infinite series, but is truncated
in practice. To form a complete basis or for a total order expansion, Nt terms are required, which can be
computed from Eq. 2 for a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) of order p and a number of random dimensions
or variables, n.
Nt = P + 1 =
(n+ p)!
n!p!
(2)
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Further details on polynomial chaos theory are given by Ghanem15 and Eldred.16
To compute the expansion coefficients αi, the well-known non-intrusive point collocation method is
utilized.13 The response R is sampled at locations throughout the random variable space, and the expansion
coefficients may be computed with an over-determined, least squares approach. At least Nt samples are
needed for this procedure; Ref.13 recommends an oversampling ratio of two (i.e., 2 ·Nt samples). Note that
a Latin Hypercube Sampling approach is used to ensure coverage of the domain spanned by the random
variables. Once the PCE expression in Eq. 1 is obtained, analytical expressions for the mean and standard
deviation of Y are available,16 as are Sobol indices (global nonlinear sensitivity parameters).17 Alternatively,
Monte Carlo sampling of the low-cost PCE may be conducted in order to obtain probability density functions
(PDF), higher order moments, probabilities of failure, etc.
C. Monte Carlo Variance Decomposition
Monte Carlo simulations have been utilized to characterize uncertainty in stochastic systems for many
years and can provide robust estimates of uncertainty for low computational cost simulations. While the
necessary runs for Monte Carlo simulations are independent from the number of uncertain factors, variance
decomposition from Monte Carlo simulations suffers from the “curse of dimensionality”. The total runs
required to estimate the first order terms (no interactions) is equal to m(k + 1) where k is the number of
uncertain parameters and m is the number of runs necessary for convergence of the original simulation. To
estimate the interactions of the first order terms, the total run count scales with 2k. Thus, this methodology
is only applicable in scenarios where computational cost is extremely low. Saltelli et al.18 gives a review of
methods to calculate sensitivity indices as well as recommendations for implementation. Other methods such
as the Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST)19 and high dimensional model representation (HDMR)20
received consideration for use in this research. However, the relative ease of implementation of Monte Carlo
based Sobol indices and low computational cost of the atmospheric propagation prevented the exploration
of more complex methods.
The methodology behind Monte Carlo variance decomposition is to run successive Monte Carlo sim-
ulations on different sample sets and isolate the variance in the output attributable to specific factor, or
interactions of factors. For the Sobol indices implementation,21,22 the factor of interest is “frozen”while
other factors are allowed to vary. This amounts to a one factor at a time (OFAT) experimental design. To
estimate interactions, the desired interacting factors are frozen while all other factors are allowed to vary.
In most engineering applications, the uncertainty attributable to interactions is small. However, if large
interactions are present, chances of misrepresenting the overall uncertainty are drastically increased. The
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formulations for estimating the Sobol indices from Monte Carlo variance decomposition are given in Eq. 3
through 7.
fo ≈ 1/N
N∑
j=1
f(X1j) (3)
D ≈ 1/N
N∑
j=1
f2(X1j)− f2o (4)
Di ≈ 1/N
N∑
j=1
f(X1j)f(Xij)− f2o (5)
Here, the matrix X1j is the primary design matrix where all factors are allowed to vary and Xij is the i
th
design matrix which holds constant the ith factor. The mean response, fo, is given in Eq. 3 and the total
variance assuming no interactions is given by Eq. 4. The corrected total variance, DT , is needed to attribute
the percentage of variance to each factor taking into account the “double book-keeping” of the possible
interaction of terms (Di is the principle component of variance attributable to factor i which includes all
interactions).
DT =
N∑
i=1
Di (6)
The conditional or “leftover” variance when a single factor is held constant and all other factors are varied,
is attributable to all other varying factors. Therefore, the variance attributable to the factor held constant
is proportional to the inverse of the conditional variance.
Si ≈ 1
DT
(
D −Di
D
)
(7)
Eq. 7 gives the formulation for the Sobol index for the ith factor which represents a scaled (0 to 1) repre-
sentation of the overall uncertainty in the process attributable to factor i.
III. Computational Setup
This section will detail the framework for conducting this research and the airframe model utilized as
a case study. Convergence studies for the numerical simulations are also discussed. The type of analysis
being performed required a robust environment and integration of multidisciplinary simulations. The system
architecture developed for this research was designed in such a way to allow for future investigation of other
flight concepts regardless of vehicle configuration.
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A. Airframe Model
The airframe model that was utilized for a case study in this research is a supersonic aircraft designed as a
proof of concept for future full scale low-boom commercial supersonic vehicles. The concept vehicle has a
wing span of approximately 30ft, and a reference body length of approximately 90ft. The design of the vehicle
has been altered to allow for an unpowered flight condition to be studied. A flow-through nacelle replaced
the powered inlet and exhaust engine faces. This was done in part to decrease computational resources and
aid in convergence of the results. Future work will be dedicated to integrating powered conditions to this
analysis. A solid model of the airframe is shown in Figure 4. The vehicle has multiple control surfaces
available to assist in trimming the aircraft and, as a result, more than one control surface state will satisfy
the trim requirements for a given flight condition. Therefore, in this work, the aircraft will be trimmed as
close as possible to the expected operation of the vehicle. For example, the flaps and ailerons would be set
for a specific condition. The T-tail would be deflected to both balance out pitching moment and shape the
aft end of the pressure signature. The horizontal tail would then be used to trim the aircraft.
Figure 4. Airframe model.
B. Simulation Procedures
The Cart3D23,24 CFD platform was utilized for this research due to its established history of prediction of
near field sonic boom pressure waveforms and its wide use across NASA. Due to the number of CFD runs to
be completed, an inviscid analysis package was utilized to reduce overall computational resources. In low-
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boom vehicle design, effects of boundary layer and shock wave interaction are modeled and utilized to shape
the overall signature in fully viscous solvers. Employing an inviscid solver will not capture these physics,
however, multifidelity methods25 can be employed once sufficient inviscid solver runs have been completed.
The multifidelity methods for this research is left to future work.
The Endeavor shared memory system26 at NASA’s advanced supercomputing division was utilized due
to the need for extensive computing resources. Each CFD run, on average, took approximately 3.5hrs (real
time) to converge at the finest mesh, parallelized over 144 cores. The computational flow chart for generating
the near field CFD pressure waveforms is shown in Figure 5. Deterministic altitude and Mach number are
perturbed and fed into the trim equations. The trim equations produce the trim angle of attack along with
the associated control surface deflections for the ailerons (δA), flaps (δF ), horizontal tail (δHT ), and T-tail
(δTT ). Then, perturbations were added to the horizontal tail and T-tail. For this study, only the impact
of the T-tail and horizontal tail on ground noise were studied as the ailerons and flaps are not utilized to
trim the vehicle and off track analysis was not in the scope of this work. This process allows the input
values of control surface deflections to represent solutions to the trim equations for the perturbed flight
conditions while remaining an independent factor for uncertainty quantification. The procedure outlined is
easily adaptable to any configuration with any number of control surfaces.
Figure 5. CFD computational flow chart.
Once the post processed near field pressure waveforms were generated for each flight condition, the pres-
sure waveforms were passed to an atmospheric propagation code, sBOOM.2 The propagation code simulates
how the near field pressure waveform will change while passing through the atmosphere to the ground. Run-
ning the sBOOM propagation code produced ground signatures (overpressure vs. time) and performed an
integration to produce the A-weighted sound exposure (ASEL) sound levels. The ground signature was then
passed to the loudness code27 which computed perceived loudness, PLdB and C-weighted sound exposure
level, CSEL. The computational time of sBOOM coupled with the loudness code was approximately 15
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seconds per run.
C. Convergence
This section will detail the metrics used for convergence of the numerical analysis of this work. For conver-
gence of the near field CFD solution, three metrics were monitored: the extracted pressure waveform, the
functional convergence28 and force convergence. The near field pressure waveform from successively refined
meshes are shown in Figure 6. The functional and force convergence plots are shown in Figure 7. Inspecting
Figure 7 shows the forces have converged by approximately 3000 iterations and the functional was converged
by approximately 3800 cycles. Multiple functionals at varying body lengths below the airframe were used
to drive the mesh adaptation; however, only the functional associated with the signal at three body lengths
is shown in the convergence plot. The mesh adaptation cycle containing 61.4 million cells concluded at 3900
total cycles. From this data, all CFD cases were run through 8 mesh adaptations to a final mesh size of
approximately 60 million cells. It is not shown, but the ground sound level for the deterministic case was
converged within 0.3 PLdB by a grid containing 61.4 million cells.
Figure 6. Near field pressure waveform convergence
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Figure 7. Functional and force convergence.
For comparison purposes, the finest mesh run for the convergence study, 240 million cells is shown next to
the mesh used for the production runs in Figure 8.
(a) 240 million cells. (b) 61 million cells.
Figure 8. Adapted mesh for case 2.
IV. Uncertainty Modeling
This section will detail uncertain parameters investigated in this work, as well as the uncertainty models
generated. The procedure to generate both the local and global uncertainty models will be introduced.
A. Uncertain parameters
Both the near field and the atmospheric propagation have uncertain factors which effect the overall prediction
of sound at the ground. In the near field, four uncertain factors were studied, and are listed in Table 1.
Each of the factors was characterized as an aleatory uncertainty and assigned a normal distribution. The
standard deviation for the Mach number and altitude was selected to align with previous near field UQ.8
The standard deviation for the control surface uncertainties was selected based on a limited database of
comparisons between flight dynamics predictions and flight or wind tunnel tests, along with subject matter
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expertise. The control surface deflections are represented by deviations from the trimmed state.
Table 1. Near field CFD aleatory input parameters.
Input Distribution Mean Std. Dev.
Altitude (kft) Gaussian [45, 55, 49] 0.5% FS
Mach Number Gaussian [1.48, 1.42, 1.37] 0.15% FS
δHT (Deg.) Gaussian Trim Dependent 0.167
δTT (Deg.) Gaussian Trim Dependent 0.167
Five uncertain factors in the atmospheric propagation were studied. Three of the five factors in the atmo-
spheric propagation were characterized as aleatory uncertainties and are given in Table 2. Note atmospheric
temperature uncertainty was not included in this analysis as West9 found that for a low-boom configuration,
temperature was a small percentage of the overall uncertainty. Each of the factors was assigned a normal
distribution.
Table 2. Atmospheric propagation aleatory input parameters.
Input Distribution Mean Std. Dev.
Relative Humidity Gaussian Altitude Dependent 1%
X-wind Gaussian Altitude Dependent 13.12ft/s
Y-wind Gaussian Altitude Dependent 13.12ft/s
The relative humidity, X-wind and Y-wind are represented as deviations from the deterministic profiles and
are implemented as a pure bias factor. The deterministic profiles are shown in Figure 9. The atmospheric
profiles were adopted from the second sonic boom prediction workshop29 for a case from Green Bay (WI)
during the winter of 2013. The convention for wind direction for this application is wind in the (positive)
X-direction is a tailwind and wind in the Y-direction is cross wind. The uncertainty in the wind profile was
determined by information compiled by Schwartz,30 which includes measurement error as well as temporal
and spatial variances.
Two of the five uncertain factors in the atmospheric propagation were treated as epistemic uncertainties
and are given in Table 3. There is no inference made about the distribution of the epistemic parameters, only
a bounding interval is given. The intervals for these factors were chosen to align with previous low-boom
UQ work.8
Table 3. Atmospheric propagation epistemic input parameters.
Input Interval
Ground Altitude [0, 5000ft]
Reflection Factor (RF) [1.8 , 2.0]
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Figure 9. Deterministic atmospheric profiles.
B. Uncertainty Modeling
Three near field cases representing three cruise conditions (Mach, altitude pairs) were studied. The combi-
nations are shown in Table 4. Investigating multiple cruise conditions can give insight into the uncertainty
in the ground noise for an off design flight condition.
Table 4. Cruise conditions studied.
Case Mach Altitude (ft)
1 1.48 45,000
2 1.42 55,000
3 1.37 49,000
For each near field case, a polynomial chaos model was generated with an oversampling ratio of two giving a
run count of 42 per case (refer to Eq. 2). This resulted in 129 runs total including the “clean”configurations,
which consisted of no control surface deflections for comparison. The samples for the PCE models were
generated using a Latin hypercube sampling routine with the distributions given in the previous section. The
response modeled for the PCE’s was the ground noise when propagated through a deterministic atmosphere.
This allowed the relative uncertainties of all near field factors to be assessed. A second set of PCE models
was generated from the near field data by using the local pressure along the near field pressure waveform
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as the response. From these local polynomial chaos models, estimates for both the local sobol indices
as well as the local confidence intervals can be generated. Once the confidence interval was established,
Fourier dispersions10,9 were generated to pass to the atmospheric propagation. This methodology effectively
decouples the atmospheric propagation from the near field simulation from an UQ perspective. An advantage
to this is that the overall number of CFD runs can be reduced allowing for more near field conditions to
be studied for the same computational cost. With that advantage, the drawback is that the uncertainty
represented by the near field factors is only discernible as a combined effect at the ground and not able to
be assigned to individual factors.
The dispersed function from the Fourier series, f˜(x), is given by Eq 8.
f˜(x) = f(x) + iLbu(x) + (1− |iLb|)g(x)u(x) (8)
where Lb is the bias limit (set to zero for this work - see Pinier
10), u(x) is the uncertainty (function of
distance along the sensor), i is a randomly sampled uncertainty factor between -1 and 1 and g(x) is a
partial Fourier series given by:
g(x) =
N∑
k=1
(ak sin(2pi(kx¯+ hk)) + bk cos(2pi(kx¯+ hk)) (9)
where ak, bk and hk are randomly generated numbers from a uniform distribution on the range of -1 to 1 and
N is the order of the Fourier series. Note that x¯ varies on a normalized scale from 0 to 1. Pinier10 suggests
that the dispersed function should exhibit the same frequency content of the original signature. Thus, care
is taken in selecting the order of the Fourier series as including too many terms may introduce spurious high
frequency content in the dispersed signature.
For convergence of the Fourier series used to generate the dispersions of the near field pressure waveform,
the first 5 dominant frequencies were used. The magnitude vs frequency plot for the original pressure
waveform and the dispersed pressure waveform containing the first 5 dominant frequencies is shown in
Figure 10. The inclusion of the first 5 dominant frequencies is sufficient to match the frequency content of
the deterministic, or original pressure waveform. More details of the Fourier dispersion method employed
are found in the following section.
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Figure 10. Magnitude vs frequency for dispersed and original pressure waveforms.
For convergence of the Monte Carlo simulations, 10,000 samples per case were found to converge the mean
ASEL value to within 0.01 and all sensitivities to 0.25%. All Monte Carlo simulations were run for 10,000
samples per case.
Due to the computationally inexpensive (relatively speaking) atmospheric propagation code, a Monte
Carlo analysis was performed on the dispersed near field pressure waveforms. This process produced tens of
thousands of runs where the response was the loudness at the ground. Employing the methodology outlined
in Section II, the global uncertainties were estimated for the atmospheric factors and the bulk near field. A
second analysis of Monte Carlo variance decomposition was performed to calculate the local uncertainties.
Similar to the near field local PCE models, the response for the analysis was the local pressure along the
ground signature. A flow chart of the uncertainty modeling process after near field CFD pressure waveform
is obtained is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Uncertainty modeling flow chart.
V. Results
The results of the study are presented starting with the comparison of the clean and trimmed config-
urations with a deterministic atmospheric propagation. Next, the near field uncertainty derived from the
polynomial chaos models is discussed. Then, the results for the atmospheric propagation employing the
Monte Carlo variance decomposition are reviewed. Finally, the discretization of uncertainty for both the
near field, and ground signatures are given.
A. Comparison of Clean and Trimmed Configurations
The near field pressure coefficient distribution for a deterministic case from case 2 is shown in Figure 12.
The deterministic case for the atmospheric propagations are set at reflection of 1.9 and the altitude above
the ground was set at 0. Note that due to the large dependency on altitude above the ground in some cases,
the deterministic solution will not be centered on the prediction interval. One could easily set the altitude
above the ground in the center of its uncertainty interval, however, due to its treatment as an epistemic
uncertainty, all values in the interval have the same probability of occurrence. Therefore, the choice for
zero feet above the ground is justifiable for the deterministic condition. The horizontal line in the figure
under the body represents where the near field pressure signature would be extracted and passed on to the
atmospheric propagation. In this figure, the line is shown at approximately 1.5 body lengths below the
aircraft for simplicity. For this work, the near field pressure waveform was extracted at 3 body lengths below
the aircraft.
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Figure 12. Near field pressure waveform.
The first goal of this research was to compare a clean configuration at a given condition to the trimmed
configuration with control surfaces deflected. The ground loudness metrics for the three cases and sound
weighting schemes for the clean configuration are shown in Table 5 and the same table for the trimmed
configuration is given in Table 6. Case 2 is the design cruise condition for the concept vehicle where case 1
and case 3 are off design conditions.
Table 5. Clean configuration deterministic ground loudness metrics.
Case ASEL CSEL PLdB
1 73.32 95.44 89.15
2 66.37 91.12 82.36
3 67.79 92.15 83.80
Table 6. Trimmed configuration deterministic ground noise.
Case ASEL CSEL PLdB
1 68.75 92.95 84.12
2 62.00 88.89 77.78
3 63.86 90.13 79.23
From inspection of Tables 5 and 6, there is clearly a lower shift in the mean for each case and sound weight
between the clean configuration and the trimmed configuration. That is, the trimmed configurations have a
lower overall mean sound level (for the deterministic propagation). The comparison of the clean and trimmed
signatures from case 2 are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Comparison of clean and trimmed signatures from case 2.
This finding may seem counterintuitive, however the deflection of the horizontal tail can lessen the magnitude
of the expansion wave from the trailing edge of the wing by introducing a stronger shock when deflected.
B. Near Field Uncertainty
The near field pressure waveforms from all 42 runs in case 2 are shown in Figure 14 and zoomed in on
the influence of the control surfaces on the pressure waveforms in Figure 15. The pressure waveforms are
extracted directly under the vehicle and no off-track analysis was performed. For the length along the pressure
waveforms up to approximately R=1100in, there is very little variance. However the larger variances present
in the shocks emanating from the control surfaces (R=1350in to R=1550in) is due in part to the changes in
control surface deflections on a per run basis.
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Figure 14. Near field pressure waveforms at H/L = 3 from all runs from case 2.
Figure 15. Near field pressure waveforms at H/L = 3 form all runs from case 2 (zoomed).
To assess the relative sensitivities of the near field uncertain variables, a deterministic propagation con-
dition (the same as for the comparison of clean to deflected above) was used. For each of the three cases, the
percentage of total variance for the responses ASEL, CSEL and PLdB are shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9. To
determine the relative sensitivities, polynomial chaos models were assembled as outlined in Section II, from
which Sobol indices were obtained.17 An additional 10 runs were made to validate the PCE models which
yielded a mean error in the predicted ground noise of 0.36% across the domain.
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Table 7. Near field percentage of total variance for atmospheric deterministic ground propagation of case 1.
Mach Altitude δHT δTT
ASEL 13.9% 29.4% 20.4% 36.3%
CSEL 9.8% 7.0% 80.2% 3.0%
PLdB 1.6% 8.3% 86.4% 3.7%
Table 8. Near field percentage of total variance for atmospheric deterministic ground propagation of case 2.
Mach Altitude δHT δTT
ASEL 14.6% 45.8% 18.5% 21.1%
CSEL 11.2% 40.5% 25.3% 23.0%
PLdB 41.9% 31.1% 16.2% 10.8%
Table 9. Near field percentage of total variance for atmospheric deterministic ground propagation of case 3.
Mach Altitude δHT δTT
ASEL 16.0% 30.8% 38.2% 15.0%
CSEL 21.8% 38.8% 22.7% 16.7%
PLdB 9.8% 25.7% 46.0% 18.5%
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From inspection of the near field uncertainties, the uncertainty attributable to control surface deflections is
a significant portion of the overall uncertainty across all sound level weights and for each of the three cases.
The reader is reminded that these percentage of uncertainties are valid for the deterministic atmospheric
conditions (effectively removing all uncertainty in the atmospheric propagation). This analysis was com-
pleted as the uncertainty of the individual factors are unable to be recovered at the ground. Results of the
atmospheric propagation and the global variance analysis are discussed in the next section.
C. Atmospheric Propagation
With the near field uncertainty characterized and the Fourier dispersions created, the uncertainty propagation
can be completed. The upper and lower uncertainty bands for the near field uncertainty for case 2 are shown
in Figure 16. As expected from inspection of Figure 14 and Figure 15, there is little uncertainty in the near
field pressure waveform leading up to the first shock wave emanating from the wing leading edge just after
R=750in. The localized uncertainty in locations of the larger peaks throughout the signature is significant.
This is due to the location and strength of the strong shocks changing for each case creating a large variance
in those regions. The uncertainty band increases in the regions of R>1250in due to the horizontal tail and
t-tail deflection angles changing for each case.
Figure 16. Near field uncertainty from discretized polynomial chaos from case 2.
With the Fourier dispersion method utilized, the uncertain parameters in the near field are represented
in the atmospheric propagation by the independent, random coefficients in the Fourier series (see Eq. 9). As
such, the impact of the individual parameters of the near field are only able to be determined by a combined
total effect. Future work will investigate other dispersion methods that allow for the near field uncertainties
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to remain independent in the global variances analysis of the ground signature and noise. The global variance
percentages for each of the three cases and sound weighting are given in Tables 10, 11 and 12.
Table 10. Global variance percentages (ASEL).
Case Ground Altitude RF Humidity X-wind Y-wind Near Field
1 97.4% 0.5% 0.2% 0.4% ≈0% 1.5%
2 89.6% 6.5% 0.2% 0.6% ≈0% 3.1%
3 95.3% 1.9% 0.2% 0.6% ≈0% 2.0%
Table 11. Global variance percentages (CSEL).
Case Ground Altitude RF Humidity X-wind Y-wind Near Field
1 1.5% 61.8% ≈0% 0.6% ≈0% 36.1%
2 4.3% 64.8% ≈0% ≈0% ≈0% 30.9%
3 ≈0% 64.2% ≈0% 0.4% ≈0% 35.4%
Table 12. Global variance percentages (PLdB).
Case Ground Altitude RF Humidity X-wind Y-wind Near Field
1 81.5% 1.3% 0.1% 0.4% ≈0% 16.7%
2 84.9% 6.6% 0.3% 0.6% ≈0% 7.6%
3 90.3% 3.0% 0.2% 0.7% ≈0% 5.8%
From inspection of the global variance allocations, the ground altitude dominates all three cases for ASEL
and PLdB, whereas the reflection factor dominated the uncertainty for CSEL. The larger uncertainty interval
of ground altitude notwithstanding, this is not an unexpected result for this particular vehicle configuration
as it was optimized for a specific cruise altitude. CSEL weighting showed the most sensitivity to the combined
near field uncertainty, while ASEL showed the least. The large difference across sound weights is due to
the frequency content that influences the overall scalar dB value. For example, CSEL is fairly linear across
the frequency spectrum, equally weighting most frequencies, while ASEL is tailored to the human ear and
weights those frequencies accordingly. Integrating uncertainty in the atmospheric wind profiles showed that
the uncertainty in Y-wind (cross wind) is insignificant. This finding, again, is as expected because only the
under track signal was propagated. The X-wind was only marginally significant across all cases and sound
weights. The probability boxes or P-Boxes for each case and each sound weighting scheme are shown in
Figures 17, 18 and 19.
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(a) Case 1.
(b) Case 2.
(c) Case 3.
Figure 17. Probability box (ASEL), case 1 (a), case 2 (b), case 3 (c).
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(a) Case 1.
(b) Case 2.
(c) Case 3.
Figure 18. Probability box (CSEL), case 1 (a), case 2 (b), case 3 (c).
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(a) Case 1.
(b) Case 2.
(c) Case 3.
Figure 19. Probability box (PLdB), case 1 (a), case 2 (b), case 3 (c).
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The P-Boxes contain more information than just the overall prediction intervals for each case. Due to
the second order probability method, the relative impact of the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties can also
be qualitatively assessed. From the P-boxes, the 95% confidence intervals for ground noise were extracted,
and are given for all three cases and sound weighting schemes in Table 13.
Table 13. 95% Confidence interval for ground noise.
Case ASEL CSEL PLdB
1 [68.24 , 76.08] [92.37 , 94.05] [83.72 , 90.11]
2 [60.92 , 69.07] [87.90 , 89.53] [76.40 , 83.07]
3 [62.35 , 71.16] [89.22 , 91.00] [77.92 , 84.98]
Although there was a shift in the deterministic values from case to case, from inspection of Table 13, there
is only a statistically significant difference for case 1 and 2 for PLdB and CSEL and case 1 and 3 for CSEL.
For the difference between cases to be statistically significant (at a = 0.05), the confidence intervals must
not overlap.
D. Discretization of Uncertainty
The discretization of uncertainty can give more insight into the composition of the overall uncertainty. By
building local models, both polynomial chaos and decomposed Monte Carlo, with the response quantity
being the local variable of interest, the local uncertainty attributable to the uncertain factors can be found.
1. Near Field Discretization
The discretization of uncertainty of the near field from case 2 is shown in Figure 20 with the near field
pressure waveform at H/L = 3 plotted with the same X-axis. Prior to the nose shock, the decomposition
of uncertainty does not yield much useful information, as the magnitude of the overall uncertainty band is
relatively small. The uncertainty in the nose shock (approximately R=375in) is attributable primarily to
Mach number. This is expected as the location of the peak of the nose shock in the near field is a function
of Mach angle. Progressing along the signal, the magnitude of the uncertainty in the range of R from 400in
to 750in is relatively small, thus providing little insight. The uncertainty in the region of R from 750in to
1250in is dominated by Mach number and altitude which through the trim equations is aliased with angle
of attack. The uncertainty due to the horizontal tail takes over at approximately R=1400in and there is a
small increase in uncertainty due to the t-tail after R=1500in. The magnitude and locations of uncertainty
attributable to the control surfaces is as expected.
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(a) Near field waveform
(b) Sobol indices
Figure 20. Discretized Sobol indices (b) on near field pressure waveform (a) (case 2).
2. Ground Signature Discretization
The local Sobol indices are shown plotted with the ground signature (overpressure vs time) for the atmo-
spheric propagation from case 2 in Figure 21. As was the case for the local Sobol indices on the near field
pressure waveform, the breakdown of uncertainty prior to t=25ms does not provide any useful information as
the total uncertainty is small relative to the rest of the signature. From inspection of Figure 21, the driving
factor of overall uncertainty is expected to be a combination of reflection factor and near field, however, this
contradicts the findings in the global uncertainty analysis. Plotting the incremental build up of ASEL can
provide more insight. The entire range of time of the ground signature is shown in Figure 22 and a zoomed
window of the sharp increase in ASEL build up is shown in Figure 23.
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(a) Near field waveform
(b) Sobol indices
Figure 21. Discretized Sobol indices (b) on ground signature (a) (case 2).
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(a) Near field waveform
(b) Sobol indices
Figure 22. Discretized Sobol indices (b) on ASEL buildup 1 (a) (case 2).
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(a) Near field waveform
(b) Sobol indices
Figure 23. Discretized Sobol indices (b) on ASEL buildup 1 (a) (case 2).
Inspecting Figure 22 would lead to similar conclusions as those drawn from Figure 21. However, by viewing
the small window where the sharp increase in ASEL occurs along with the accompanying Sobol indicies
in Figure 23, shows that during the largest incremental increase in ASEL, the largest uncertain factor is
ground altitude. From previous global analysis, the uncertainty in ground noise (for ASEL and PLdB) was
dominated by uncertainty in ground altitude. This finding is reinforced from the local Sobol indices, as the
uncertainty in the regions with the largest gradients in the ASEL build up will most likely be the major
factors in the overall uncertainty. The major spike in ASEL (t=28ms) coincides with where the uncertainty
is dominated by ground altitude, and a second smaller increase in ASEL is coincident with a spike (t=31ms)
in ground altitude uncertainty.
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VI. Conclusions
This research has attempted to outline procedures in which the effects of necessary control surface deflec-
tions to maintain a trimmed flight condition, along with their associated uncertainties, can be included in
the overall prediction of ground noise under uncertainty for a commercial supersonic transport. To conduct
this research, a portable simulation environment was created. This environment can serve, in the future,
as a building block for more detailed UQ assessments. The outlined methodology for UQ allowed for more
near field flight conditions to be studied by effectively decoupling the uncertainty in the near field from the
ground and can be adaptable to any vehicle configuration. In this approach, UQ for a near field pressure
waveform can be propagated for any atmospheric condition while maintaining a bulk assignable uncertainty
at the ground. In addition, the discretization of the local uncertainties on the near field pressure waveform,
ground signature and integrated ASEL loudness build up give another level of insight into the overall global
variances. The demonstration of the methods to discretize the local uncertainty were in agreement with the
global variances providing some confidence in the application of this method in the future.
In the evaluation of a particular concept vehicle, the difference between the clean configuration, i.e., no
control surfaces deflected and the trimmed flight control surface state was, on average, 5 PLdB. The trimmed
configurations benefited from the ability to shape the near field pressure waveform with control surface
deflections and produced a quieter ground sonic boom. The control surface deflections chosen for the study
were generated from trim equations for the given input altitude and Mach number without consideration for
optimal signature shaping. Thus, a lower boom control surface configuration could be possible. However,
trade-offs in performance and or fuel economy would likely be encountered. The designed cruise condition
for this concept vehicle, case 2, produced the lowest deterministic ground boom level, as expected. The
penalty in loudness metrics for operating at an off-design location was significant. This finding would
suggest that an optimal design should also be robust to small departures from nominal flight conditions.
In a practical operation of a commercial flight vehicle, deviations from a specific flight plan for traffic or
weather considerations are commonplace.
In the case study, the global variances were dominated by the ground altitude where the atmospheric
propagation ended and where the loudness metrics were computed. This finding is not unexpected as the
concept vehicle was optimized for a specific cruise altitude to exploit the location and coalescence of shocks
until they reached an assumed ground altitude. The treatment of ground altitude uncertainty as epistemic, by
definition, characterizes it as a reducible uncertainty. As the state of the art of UQ for commercial supersonic
flight matures, the natural progression is towards analysis of specific flight plans with predetermined ground
tracks. With a set flight plan, the uncertainty in altitude above the ground of the measured signal can
significantly be reduced.
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The breakdown of individual uncertainties in the global variance analysis showed that the percentage
of uncertainty assigned to each factor varied widely based on the flight condition and the sound weighting
scheme. For example in case one, the percentage of uncertainty due to altitude above the ground was 97.5%
in ASEL but only 1.5% for CSEL. This finding could prove problematic in certification prediction if multiple
loudness metrics must be met.
To summarize, the goal of this work was not to evaluate a specific design, but rather assemble a com-
putational framework and set of procedures to assess the overall impact of uncertainties in control surface
deflections on the ground loudness metrics. This work has demonstrated the use of robust methodologies
to quantify uncertainty in boom propagation simulations. Future work will be focused on efforts to achieve
multidisciplinary, multifidelity, total mission analysis for commercial supersonic vehicles.
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